Sibling disability risk at onset and during disease progression in familial multiple sclerosis.
The objective of this study was to address the differences in onset and disease progression between familial and sporadic multiple sclerosis (MS) and the association within sibling pairs. Ninety-eight siblings and their controls were included from a database of 763 sporadic MS-patients, randomly pair-matched for age, gender, clinical course, disease duration and treatment. Sixty-eight available siblings completed a prospective six-year follow-up. Outcome parameters included baseline Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS), age at onset, mono- or multifocal onset, disease progression and conversion to secondary progression of initially relapsing-remitting MS. For statistical analyses Wilcoxon's signed-rank statistics for categorical differences, t-statistics for continuous variables, McNemar's test for relative frequencies of categories, intra-class correlations for within sibling-pair associations, or Kaplan-Meier analysis for survival analyses were used; all two-sided at the 5% level. Disease onset was slightly earlier (29.01 vs. 29.44 years, p = 0.0492) and multifocal onset significantly more often (p = 0.0052) in familial than in sporadic MS. Notably, a substantial within sibling-pair correlation for disease progression (rho = 0.40; p = 0.0062) as well as a higher risk for siblings than for controls to convert into secondary progression (0.545 vs. 0.227; p = 0.018) could be observed. Familial MS differs from sporadic cases with respect to age at onset, multifocal involvement as first clinical event, and conversion into secondary progression. The progression rate of one out of two affected siblings may act as a predictor for the other sib.